June 17, 2019

RE: Taral is moving south ‐ Sunshine and palm trees are always a good idea!

Dear Friends, Partners and Valued Customers,
We have some exciting news… Taral Plastics is moving! We are keeping our made‐in‐California roots, but are
headed for warmer weather, so Sunny Southern California, here we come!
We are relocating our Union City operations to 525 Malloy Court in Corona, California 92880 and will be
operational there by August 1st, 2019. Our brand new and larger location will be located closer to many more
of our customers, allowing us more flexibly to service our customers at the highest level. In addition to more
space we are upgrading our technologies to support a more efficient order and fulfillment process and we
can’t wait for you to reap the benefits.
What does this mean for you? First, it means one FOB warehouse ensuring that you can always count on your
stock to ship from one dedicated site. We will be consolidating our Torrance, Union City and Chicago
warehouse along with the several home offices we have. No more waiting on transfer trucks or paying extra
to ship from a different location.
Next is an enhanced customer experience. This move and our new warehouse has provided us with an
opportunity to refine logistics, expand capacity for more stock availability with shorter lead‐times and transit
times, along with more efficient order fulfilment.
Last, we hope it means you will come see us! Our expanded office space comes equipped with a show room,
endless samples and our experienced team, all in one package (pun intended) under one closure (or roof if you
will).
We are dedicated to a smooth relocation and will continue to be fully operational during this tricky time over
the next few months. We have implemented procedures for all existing and new orders during this
transitional period and will continue to run business as usual. We appreciate all of your continued patience
while we complete this upgrade to our business and look forward to growing with you in the future.
Please feel free to contact us with any questions, contacts or concerns.
Sincerely and with a Golden State of mind,

Sincerely,

Chancey P. Martin
President
Taral Plastics
Hero Packaging
725 Zwissig Way
Union City, CA 94587

O 510-972-6300
F 510-972-6301
www.taralplastics.com
www.heropackaging.com

